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The Leadership Network

The Leadership Network is designed to extend a leader’s learning around 
instructional leadership and building routines in the Blueprint for Systemic 
Reconfiguration by:
▪ extending current understanding of the Blueprint
▪ gaining insights from other Building Principals in Blueprint installing districts 



Buildings

District

Teachers

Students

How does this graphic represent the Blueprint meaning of AT SCALE?



Session Logistics

SCECHs



Today’s Objectives

1. Build understanding of the impact of change and transition on individuals, 
as well as on the organization as a whole;

2. Build understanding of some of the key differences between traditional 
schools and Blueprint schools by looking at the experience of school 
through the eyes of a student;

3. Strengthen the competencies required to lead people, support 
organizational growth, and drive gains in academic and non-academic 
student growth;

4. Grow our individual and team capacity for leading the work of systemic 
reconfiguration by learning from one another.



Today’s Agenda

Welcome/Network’s Purpose
Group Activity
Change
Through a Student’s Eyes
Planning: What does this mean for me and my building?
Blueprint Leader Competencies
Solution Room
Planning: Work with facilitator to action plan



Where to Find Session 
Resources



Norms
Share ideas.

Encourage others to share.
Commit to confidentiality.

Ask questions.
Respectfully challenge thinking.

Be fully present.
Take care of your needs.

Use technology to enhance learning.



The start of a new school 
year is like…...because…….



❏ K-12 Teaching (Elementary, MS, HS)

❏ Building Administration, Central Office, & ISD experience

❏ Combined 78 years of experience in the profession

❏ Rural, suburban, and urban experience

❏ 3 Doodles & 5 sons

❏ Reading, traveling, sports

❏ 10 animal mounts on walls:  Bear, Elk, Deer, Antelope 

❏ State champion swimmer

❏ Multiple visits to The Oprah Show

Our Group Resume



Group Resume Activity

As a group, discuss/share the following, then decide on what you 
want to include in your group resume. 
❏ Professional Experience
❏ Hobbies & Interests
❏ Some things you might guess about us
❏ Some things that might surprise you -- Have Fun!

Chart your group’s resume on poster paper and identify a 
spokesperson to report out on something significant about your 
group. If that significant item pertains to you too, stand up!



Change
Build understanding of the impact of change and 
transition on individuals, as well as on the 
organization as a whole



Traditional vs. Blueprint Districts

Traditional District District Installing Blueprint
Adult Centered Whole Child Mentality

Kids often fall through the cracks Safety Net - The Intersection of the Instructional 
Infrastructure and the Intense Student Support 
Network

Non-academic needs are secondary to academic 
needs

Non-academic needs are as important as academic

Teachers are left alone to teach and manage their 
classrooms

Collective Responsibility
Culture of learning and growth for all

Bottom up approach - School to Central Office Systemic approach - Central Office to School

Hired on Qualifications Fit of candidate to school (or district)

Less principal visibility Principal visibility is high



Traditional vs. Blueprint Districts

Traditional District District Installing Blueprint
Often OK with a bell-shaped curve Focused on each student

Stay in your lane
Silo based

Systemic

Random/impromptu decision making Continuous data-based decision making

Administrators = Organizers &/or Managers Talent Management = Culture of Learning

Latest trend or idea Research based

Classroom observations are done minimally Classroom observations are done daily with the 
expectation to provide frequent feedback



Managing Transitions: Making 
the Most of Change



“It isn’t the changes that do you in, it’s 
the transitions.  Change is not the same 

as transition. Change is external, 
transition is internal.”  

William Bridges: Managing Transitions: Making the Most of Change



Reflection

SINCE you’ve been installing the Blueprint:

● Identify 1-3 things that are changing (or have changed) in 
your building or district.

● Were you (they) a part of the change decision or was the 
change done to you?



Change vs Transition

CHANGE
Defined: to make different; radically different

● “External” event
● Happens to people
● Situational
● Tends to move quickly

TRANSITION
Defined: To make a transition (verb); A passage from 
one state, subject, pattern to another; A movement, 
development, or evolution from one form, stage, style 
to another

● “Internal” 
● People choose it
● Tends to move more slowly
● Psychological three step 

process





Endings

Every transition begins with an ending. We have 
to let go of the old thing before we can pick up the 
new one--not just outwardly, but inwardly, where we 
keep our connections to people and places that act 
as definitions of who we are.

Endings should mark what is over and what is 
not over; they should be marked in a ceremonial/ 
symbolic way.

It is never too late for an ending.



● As you made the change (or were going through the 
change) what ended?

● What did not end?

● How might you have marked the ending?

Reflection



How Leaders Might Support

● Acknowledge losses
● Honor the past
● Mark the endings
● Give people instructions
● Expect a variety of reactions
● Listen empathetically
● Communicate openly about what is going to happen



The Neutral Zone

In the neutral zone one is supposed to feel chaos, 
incompetence, out of control.

Searching for ways to CUSP:
● Get more control 
● Understand what is happening
● Recover the feeling of being supported
● Clarify priorities

It can be a time of creativity as it can force one to 
think about things in new ways.
Lasts as long as it lasts.



● What might you now be able to identify as happening in your 
neutral zone?

● How long did your neutral zone last in this transition?
OR

● How are you managing the transition?
● If you are not managing the transition - what is happening or 

not happening?

Reflection



How Leaders Might Support

● Validate feelings and even explain the neutral zone
● Admit you don’t have all the answers
● Be optimistic
● Share information often
● Focus on what you CAN control
● Set up a transition team 
● Involve people in designing the new
● Lead to innovation



New Beginnings
Genuine beginnings begin within us, even when they 
are brought to our attention by external opportunities.

- William Bridges

A sense of acceptance and energy. The change is 
being embraced.  We feel high energy and 
demonstrate an openness to new learning.

Everything feels like it’s in place and you are where 
you wanted to be when the transition began.

Celebrate, reward, and beware of complacency.



● How did you know you reached a new beginning (if you did)?

● If you didn’t reach a new beginning, what might be some 
indicators you will recognize when you do reach it?

Reflection



How Leaders Might Support

● Set the purpose
● Picture the future; make explicit connections to our Visions
● Action plan around next steps
● Ensure you have clear goals 
● Look out for your well-being and the well-being of others in 

transition



ANGER

COMPLAINTS

FORGETFULNESS

ABSENTEEISM

WORRY       SADNESS       CONFUSION        FRUSTRATION



Choose the Quote

● Our moral responsibility is not to stop the future, but to shape it . . . to channel our 
destiny in humane directions and to ease the trauma of transitions.  ~Alvin Toffler, 
American Futurist

● You will never change your life until you change something you do daily.  The secret 
to your success is found in your daily routine.  ~John C. Maxwell

● If you always do what you’ve always done, you’ll always get what you always got.  
~Henry Ford

● Every new beginning comes from some other beginning’s end. ~Seneca

● Everyone thinks of changing the world but no one thinks of changing himself.  ~Leo 
Tolstoy



Managing Transitions

Leaders need to think about their own 
transition, the transition of each member, 
and the transition of the organization.

We all transition at different rates.

Communication, Competence, 
Connectedness are important to everyone 
in the transition.



Communicate, Communicate, Communicate 
○ frequently and less formally; face-to-face is best
○ the good news and the bad
○ acknowledge the emotional impact caused by the change

Be open 
○ willing to share an honest expression of your own personal experience
○ with an "owner's" view, not a "victim's" view of the circumstances
○ listen and legitimize others' feelings and reactions

Communicating During Times of Change



Instilling Competence During Times of Change

Experiment
○ hear/accept new ideas from others.
○ encourage experimentation and accept mistakes.
○ elicit ideas from others on how to help the change process.

Give support
○ practice skills for listening and understanding others' point-of-view
○ work together to create short-term plans to address issues



Creating Connectedness During Times of Change

● Change spatial relationships to connect people
● Put team members in contact with each other
● Ask team members what would help them feel more connected
● Set up regular ongoing ways of working together



“Change is situational. Transition, on the other hand, 

is psychological. It is not those events but rather the 

inner reorientation or self-redefinition that you have 

to go through in order to incorporate any of those 

changes into your life. Without a transition, a change 

is just a rearrangement of the furniture. Unless 

transition happens, the change won’t work.” 

William Bridges





Through Student’s Eyes

Build understanding of some of the key 
differences between traditional schools and 
Blueprint schools by looking at the experience of 
school through the eyes of a student



What is School For?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_PsLRgEYf9E


Reflection/Processing

T-Chart

As you watch, make note of 
things that you notice. How is 

this representative of traditional 
schooling?

After you watch, make note of 
which Blueprint components 

(systems, routines, etc.) might 
be leveraged to change this 

student’s view of school.

Curriculum lacks relevance Instructional Infrastructure





Buildings

District

Teachers

Students

If your job as a building leader is to take the district’s visions to 
scale, how will you know whether or not it is reaching the 
student level? Depending on where you are in installation, what 
might be some of your “look fors?”



Shadow a Student

The leader in the upcoming video rated her school before and after 
shadowing a student. The look fors she used were:

• Student engagement
• Safe & supportive environment
• High expectations
• Students learning actively (discovering, creating, etc.)
• Relevance

https://vimeo.com/237466998


Our Challenge to YOU

• Based on your level of installation and the goals that you have 
identified as a building, determine some priority “look fors”

• Rate your building in the identified areas
• Before our next network meeting, shadow a student for the day
• Reflect on your experience and see how your ratings might 

change, after experiencing school through a student’s eyes
• Share your impressions with your Central Office partner
• Determine which Blueprint system you might be able to leverage 

to drive improvement, and incorporate this into your growth plan



Individual Reflection and
Partner Processing

So What, Now What?
● Capture your thinking based upon the 

learning this morning (Change/transition, 
Through a Student’s Eyes)

● Identify concrete action step(s) that you 
will commit to in your daily routines in 
the next month

● Check in with your SWFT facilitator or 
another partner for support and 
accountability





Musical Mingle Reflection
1 new idea you’ve heard today
2 things you will start doing right away
3 people you will engage in conversation about BP Leadership

Do a musical mingle - when the music stops, 
talk to someone about your list. Keep moving/sharing with the 
music.



Blueprint Leader 
Competencies

Strengthen the competencies required to lead 
people, support organizational growth, and drive 
gains in academic and non-academic student 
growth



Leader Competencies







Leader Competencies



Leader Competencies



Find Blueprint Principal 
Profile



Reflection

• Read over each competency 
category and expertise 
demonstrated.

• Rate yourself on a scale of 1-4
• 1=Need to develop further
• 4= Can model and coach 

this competency to a peer



Self-Reflection

What are your:
▪ Strengths
▪ Area(s) of focus

Who will you support with your strengths?
Who will you rely on to help support your 
area(s) of focus?
What competency will you focus on 
strengthening in October?



Mentimeter  
www.menti.com  44 21 64

What competency do you 
need help with learning what 
it looks like in action?

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/6aa1fa071a616d80beb9c823d7414088/7a5e6539414a/edit
http://www.menti.com


Solution Room Networking
Grow our individual and team capacity for leading 
the work of systemic reconfiguration by learning 
from one another



Solution Room: Networking 

On your own, identify a 
problem of practice (work 
related) that you are 
currently 
experiencing……. briefly 
write out a description of 
the problem and include 
any relevant details 
including context



Solution Room 
Networking



Solution Room: Networking Protocol

Conduct the following protocol using the Solution Room Networking 
handout for groups of 3-4
a. Each individual identifies a problem-of-practice that s/he is currently 

experiencing (briefly describe the problem and write in the top section 
of the handout) 

b. Select one person to go first - time limit 5 minutes 
c. At the beginning of the 5-minute period, the selected person will read 

his/her challenge aloud to the group and then the group will spend the 
remaining minutes generating ideas, resources, and/or solutions to 
the individual’s challenge the group member described

d. Repeat part c for each person in the group (5-minutes per person)





Your Time

Determine how you want to spend the 
remainder of your time today to best prepare 
you for next steps:

★ Time with facilitator
★ Time with other SWFT members
★ Time with colleagues
★ Self reflection/planning
★ Other



Before You Go

1. Register yourself for professional 
learning (Network dates: 11/20, 
2/12, 4/15)

2. Complete Survey (emailed)
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Follow the MI Excel Statewide Field Team on Social Media

Twitter - @Blueprint_SWFT

Facebook - MI Excel Blueprint Professional Learning

Instagram - @blueprint_swft
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